
Issues/Response For Middlebury College
WRMC, 91.1 Non-Commercial FM Station

(Second  Quarter 2021, April to June)

The radio station of Middlebury College in Middlebury, Vermont continues to serve the respective
communities with quality programming 24 hours a day. A priority of the station is to provide our

listening area with sufficient public service announcement coverage and programming.
WRMC

WRMC, 91.1 serves the Lower Champlain Valley from Shelburne to Rutland Vermont  and North
Eastern Upstate New York on the SouthWestern shores of Lake Champlain.

Report form. During the previous quarter, WRMC identifies issues that have been significant to the 
campus and the greater communities. We ran/run the programs indicated to address them.

Issue:  Little has changed as the region is yet heavily impacted by border crossing issues and farm 
labor issues for migrant community. WRMC is singular station in market addressing this topic and 
supporting the community. Following change in adminiatration at Federal levels, an increase in in 
migrant and border issues has been the norm.
To address this, we: Spanish language programming. In collaboration with el Red Hispana for the 
rebroadcast of Welcome to America on a weekly basis, rebroadcast rights for Es asi y Punto – Latin 
American Sports and social discussions on a daily schedule, DemocracyNow! En Espanol on a daily 
schedule, Contigo, weekly Spanish language religious guidance and social issue discussion. 
WRMC delivers Spanish language PSA’s. WRMC is ongoing engaged in supplying health information 
to the vulnerable population regarding Covid-19, flu, measles an other health threatening 
communicable diseases in native language.

Date(s):  Continuous Time of Day: 0400-0630
Weekly: Daily:  

Issue:  National News is no longer programmed by commercial stations in listening environs.
To address this, we:  Schedule public national news  4 minutes every hour, from syndicated source
Date(s):   Continuous Time of Day:  hourly: 0700-1600

Weekly: Daily:

Issue:  Public Awareness
To address this: Ad Council – Specific hourly campaigns focusing on the response and best practices 
surrounding Covid-19 and the pandemic with spots of Interest, Education and Well Being. This has 
been supplemented this quarter by increasing the volume of Spanish language PSA regarding the 
same information. When not available in audio files, WRMC has been self-producing Spanish 
language PSAs. We have seen a marked increase in Spanish langusge produced health and vaccine 
related productions. We weight these individually for our demographic and air appropriately. WRMC
has increased it commitment to indeginous communities and non-English speakers by airing 
appropriate language health and vaccine related productions at all hours of the day, not limited to a 
specific language genre time slot.



Date(s):   Continuous Time of Day:    Run 300 x 00:30 spots weekly at various 
time loads

Issue:  Large liberal (L) community searches for outlet of alternative news than standard in the 
region.
To address this, we: Program DemocracyNow! As the sole radio station in Vermont airing this show 
live in real-time allowing for call in active participation in the program. Additionally, WRMC is the 
sole provider of Spanish language Public Service Announcements on coronavirus and the pandemic. 
We have increased our commitment to supply accurate information with a scientific background by 
adding a daily drop-in from  Berkley College of Medicine (aka; The Lowdown). 

Date(s): Continuous Time of Day:  hourly: 0800 & 0901
Weekly: Daily:

The David Pacman Hour of News and Insight:
Date(s): Continuous Time of Day:  hourly: 0700 & 0800

Weekly: Daily:
Issue: Public Affairs
To address this: On average, fully 10% of WRMC’s broadcasting day is dedicated to presenting a 
divergent voice from mainstream broadcasting. Hosts, students from a broad spectrum of regions 
and cultures, are allowed within good taste access to air. This can take the form of community 
centric Public Affairs Programming, interviews with local guests, current News and Commentary, 
issue of Cultural Events or Diversity Discussions. 

Issue: News and Information specific to women's health and well being and WRMC commitment to 
various equitaty of representation issues on air
To address this: WRMC has added a weekly programming slot aimed specifically toward female 
health, growth, accomplishment and well being; produced by the NPR outlet at WAMC, Albany, NY. - 
51%.

Date(s): Continuous Time of Day:  Tuesday @ 0900HRS
Weekly  : Daily:

Issue: THE PANDEMIC ! Continuing reporting and information from all sources.
WRMC has to the best of its ability attempted to be responsive to the public and State government by
providing news updates, switching scheduled airtime with public news conferences and creating 
localized voice-overs of public news bulletins received from the Governor’s Office of Health. 
Station: WRMC Date of Report: June 21 , 2021
Signature of licensee/Ch.Op.: G. P. Savoie



Public file English description of BAA Weekly.

English Program Description for Public File
 

In this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 07/01/2021:

 

 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Delaina Contreras comment on former President 
Trump's trip to the border. We also featured interviews with Alejandra López, resource assistant for 
the Inyo National Forest Special Uses Department, and Dr. Gustavo Del Toro, Wyckoff Heights 
Medical Center. Attorney Delaina Contreras Answers Immigration Questions From Listeners.

In this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 06/24/2021:

 

José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on Vice President Harris and
former President Trump's trip to the border. We also featured interviews with Luis Mares, Director of
Community Mobilization for The Latino Commission on AIDS, and Dr. Pablo Rodriguez, Emeritus 
Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Brown University's Warren Alpert School of 
Medicine. Attorney Rafael Borrás answers immigration questions from listeners.
 
In this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 06/17/2021:

 

 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on the streamlining of visa 
processes for crime victims. Attorney Rafael Borrás answers immigration questions from listeners.
n this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 10/10/2021:

 
 

José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Delaina Contreras answer the most asked questions 
about immigration. Also, we feature an interview with Paula Andalo, editor for Kaiser Health News.
 n this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 06/03/2021:
 

 
 
 



José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on the streamlining of 
asylum processes by President Biden's administration. Also, we feature an interview with Paula 
Andalo, editor for Kaiser Health News. Attorney Rafael Borrás answers immigration questions from 
listeners

n this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 05/27/2021:
 

 

 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on the removal of 
restrictions for fully vaccinated visitors. Also, we feature an interview with Henry Cespedes, Fleet 
Officer - USCG Auxiliary. Attorney Rafael Borrás answers immigration questions from listeners.
 
n this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 05/20/2021:
 

 
 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on the elimination of 
mandatory medical insurance for migrants. Also, we feature an interview with Dr. Linette Sande, 
pediatric infectologist, Nemours Children's Hospital. Attorney Rafael Borrás answers immigration 
questions from listeners.

In this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 05/13/2021:

 

 
 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on the Biden 
administration's move to stop deportations of some families at the border. We also featured an 
interview with Melanie Forti, AFOP's director of health and safety programs. Attorney Rafael Borrás 
answers immigration questions from listeners.

n this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 05/06/2021:

 
 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on the Biden 
administration's move to unify families that were separated at the border. We also present an 
interview with Irma Treviño, from the internal revenue service. Attorney Rafael Borrás answers 
immigration questions from listeners.



 

In this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 04/29/2021:  
 
 
 
 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Tristan Bourgoignie comment on the presidential 
speech and the call for comprehensive immigration reform and relief for DREAMERs. Also, we feature
an interview with Paula Andalo, editor for Kaiser Health News. Attorney Tristan Bourgoignie 
Answers Immigration questions from Listeners.

In this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 04/22/2021:  

 
 
 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on the more than 24,000 
migrant children in the custody of the Department of Health and Human Services. We also presented 
an interview with Joseph Ramírez, supervisor of plant protection and quarantine of the animal and 
plant health inspection service of the department of agriculture. Attorney Rafael Borrás answers 
immigration questions from listeners.

In this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 04/15/2021:  

 
 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on the numbers of visa 
applications that have been delayed by COVID. We also featured an interview with Vidalia Vigil, 
Forest Service Fire Prevention Officer. Attorney Rafael Borrás answers immigration questions from 
listeners.
 

In this edition of Welcome to America on Thursday 04/08/2021:  

 
José López Zamorano and immigration attorney Rafael Borrás comment on the deportation figures 
which have decreased in this administration. We also featured interviews with Susana Durán, from 
Poder LatinX, discussing SB 202 and how it would affect voters in the state of Georgia. Also, we 
feature Paula Andalo, editor for Kaiser Health News, and she talks about the COVID death numbers 
among the Latino community. Attorney Rafael Borrás answers immigration questions from listeners.
 


